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----- Original Message Follows -----  
From: Xxxx  Xxxxxxx (Canada Correspondent) 
Subject: Re: FWD:Next-up news n°357 ISRAEL AFP Next-up Antennes Relais 
 
Note that the political violence - suffered by both the law and order and the general 
population - sparked by electromagnetic issues and injury to the general population is an 
emerging problem that may have to be contended with in more and more nations unless 
proper exposure standards and electromagnetic hygiene are introduced and 
implemented.  
 

When environmental  (and not just personal/marketing-induced choice) exposure levels 
are tending to double / triple annually, and larger number of exposure casualties 
outnumber "acceptable" risk/collateral damage to highly visible numbers in densely 
populated parts of tense population cluster, one must not expect submission from the 
outraged general population, especially in societies where family ties and bonds are 
strong and vibrant.  
 

Think of the well-know case of the mothers of Argentina who overthrew the dictatorship 
of military might after losing their children, simply marching in the streets of Buenos 
Aires.  
 

Are we going to see such manifestations overthrow technology implementation forging 
ahead without control? 
 

Let this case in Israel show that such emerging rage is cross-cultural, apolitical, and 
easily aimed at local authority. 
 

Xxxxxxx  Xxxxxxx 

 
 

----- Original Message -----  
From: Xxxx  Xxxxxxx (Israel Correspondent) 
Subject: Re: FWD:Next-up news n°357 ISRAEL AFP Next-up Antennes Relais 
 
Yes, this became national headlines, one woman from the Village said on the radio  
that there are now 92 cancer cases in the village when 10 years ago there were zero, 
this is the reason they blame the antenna. She said the cellular companies say 
that there is no proof of link between antennas and cancer, but she knows  
it is not true.   
 

But the violence became the main headlines and the reason was put aside (spin?).  
The news dealt with whether the police handled this case well or did it not learn from past events, 
and there were discussions (TV) on the relations between the Druz and jews in Israel 
and whether this case puts the relations at risk.   
 

The people of the village received an early notice about the police arrival, 
they hid and waited for the police with stones in hands, 200 policemen 
arrived at the place and it turned into this total mess.  
 

Xxxx. 
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